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Abstract. We outline a method for extracting inertio-gravity wave parameters
using the autospectra and crossspectra of the horizontal perturbation winds. In
essence,we define a statistical hodographfor each spectral bin, thus combining
the advantagesof the rotary spectrum and hodographmethods. Furthermore, we
include the effectsof the backgroundvertical shear in the parameter estimation
equations, • step that had often been omitted in the past. Applying this technique
to a long-period data set taken with the Arecibo 430-MHz radar, we explore its
usefulnessas well as its limitations. Our analysis of this data set also supports the
interpretation of horizontal wind-perturbation rotation in the lower stratosphere
over Arecibo as inertio-gravity wavesrather than mountain wavesimbedded within
a backgroundvertical shear.
essentially equivalent to the Stokes parameter method

Introduction

Due to their short vertical wavelengthsand long time

periods, stratosphericinetrio-gravitywaves (IGWs)
have been relatively difficult to observe, requiring fine
vertical

resolution

of the order

of hundreds

of meters

and continuousmonitoring overa period of severaldays.
Early studies of IGWs were based on balloon-basedra-

proposedby Vincentand Frills [1987].)
We then apply the cross-spectralmethod to the troposphericand stratosphericwind data taken with the
Arecibo 430-MHz radar during the 1989 Arecibo initiative in dynamicsof the atmosphere(AIDA) campaign.
AIDA was primarily an experiment to compare mesosphericwinds measuredby different instruments;how-

ever,the investigatorshad the foresightto run a "piggydiosondedata [Thompson,1978]. More recently,the back" programon the main radar that recordedwinds
maturationof stratosphere-troposphere
(ST) radarshas in the upper troposphereand lower stratosphere.Beprovidedus with high-resolution,long-periodwind measurements without the space-time ambiguity problem
associated

with the slow ascent and the horizontal

drift

causethe time-competitive Arecibo systemis rarely allocatedsuchlong, continuousblocksof time, the result

is the best Arecibo data set yet for studying IGWs.
The availability of the AIDA data is also important
have their own ambiguities(e.g., spatially separated becausethere is some controversyover the interpretaline-of-sight velocity conversionto a single-point hori- tion of the previousstratospheric,long-period, shortof balloons. Although the radar measurements also

zontalvelocityfor the Dopplerbeamswingingmethod),

vertical-wavelength,
ellipticallypolarizedArecibowind

they have contributed significantlyto the advancement perturbationdata asIGWs. Hines[1989]fileda dissent

of IGW studiesin recentyears [Cornishand Larsen, againstthe Arecibo IGW interpretationof Maekawa
1989; Thomaset al., 1992;$ato, 1994].
et al. [1984],claimingthat mountainwaveswith much

Because the observationsso far have been singlelocation Eulerian, basic wave parameters such as horizontal wavelength and intrinsic period have been inferred from the polarization of the perturbation velocity.
The two wave-parameterextraction methods commonly

shorter intrinsic periods could, in the presenceof vertical shear in the backgroundhorizontalwinds, appear
to be very much like IGWs, especiallyin the elliptical

polarizationof the perturbationwindsthat are usually
taken to be a manifestation of IGWs. And, by exten-

usedare(1) the rotaryspectrumand(2) the hodograph. sion,Hines[1989]casta doubton all otherpreviousobEach method has its own advantagesand disadvantages.
In this paper we introduce a third approachto the problem of IGW parameter estimation, the crossspectrum,
which combinesthe strengthsof the previoustwo meth-

servationsof stratosphericIGWs, sincenone had taken
into account the vertical shear factor. In response,Cor-

ods. (It turns out that the cross-spectral
approachis

the vertical shear factor in analyzing middle and upper
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nish and Larsen[1989]have interpreted1982Arecibo
data as IGWs, and $ato [1994]has taken into account
atmosphere(MU) radar data for IGWs.
Thus our purposein this paper is to (1) introduce
the cross-spectral
methodfor IGW analysis,(2) test its
effectiveness
with the AIDA data set, and (3) establish
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whether there are real IGWs in the stratosphere over
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Arecibo.
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examinedunder the generalspace-timespectralanalysisformulationof Hayashi[1979].

The Cross-Spectral Method

Here is an outline of the cross-spectralmethod:
1. Fourier transform u and v with respect to altitude

Spectral Processing

Sincethe polarizationof the perturbationwindvector or time.
is the key to extractingIGW parameters,two methods 2. Form the autospectraand crossspectra. The cross
have been commonlyusedin the past to analyzethe spectrum is given by
polarization. The first method, the rotary spectrum,
was first appliedto geophysical
fluid data by Gonella

Suv()-< IV()l
<

[1972]andto atmospheric
IGWsby Thompson
[1978].
This method takes the complex Fourier transform of
u + iv, where u and v are the zonal and meriodional
components of the horizontal perturbation wind, and

where

U and V

are the

Fourier

>

IV()I

transforms

(1)

of u and

yieldsthe clockwise(CW) rotationalpowerin the neg- v; • is the independent variable in the transformed do-

ative spectrumand the counterclockwise
(CCW) rota- main (either rn or the observedfrequency,w0, in this
averagingdenotedby the
tional power in the positive spectrum. Since the sense case).Note that the ensemble
of horizontal perturbation wind rotation with height brackets means that the cross spectrum requires averindicates the vertical direction of IGW energy propa- aging over altitude or time; this additional ambiguity in
gation (cyclonic,downward;anticyclonic,upward),the space-timeis the price one paysfor usingthis approach.
rotary-spectral method provides the following informa- Note also that the autospectra should be normalized to
tion sorted by the absolute value bin of the vertical be amplitude rather than power.

3. Form the coherence,Cvv(•), which is the magnitude
of $vv(•), and (I>vv(•), whichis the phaseof
IGW as indicated by a difference of power in the cyclonicand anticycloniccomponents
(equallevelswould

wavenumberspectrum: (1) the likely presenceof an

The coherence,which variesfrom 0 to 1, givesa measure of the correlation between U and V in a given
Corioliseffect (but note the objectionof Hines [1989] spectral bin. Thus it is a good indicator for the presmentionedabove)) and (2)the vertical senseof IGW ence of wave energy in that spectral bin. Even if the
autospectra do not have noticeable peaks, a significant
energy propagation.
peak
in the coherence shows that for that particular
The second method, the hodograph, is a standard
tool in meteorology. It was first applied to oceanic in- spectral bin, u and v were varying in some nonrandom
ertial oscillationsby Kundu [1976]and to atmospheric manner indicating a wave motion.
The sign of the phase yields the senseof wind rotaIGWs by Cot and Barat [1986].The ideais to tracethe
tip of the horizontal wind vector with respectto height. tion for a given spectral bin. For the definition of the
If enough points are taken to span one wavelengthor crossspectrumgivenin (1), positivephasemeansCW
one observed period of an IGW, then an ellipse should and negative phasemeans CCW. Then for spectra taken
be inscribed. The following parameters can then be ex- with respect to height in the northern hemisphere,postracted: (1) the verticalsenseof IGW propagationfrom itive phase correspondsto upward energy propagation,
the rotationalsense,(2) the line of horizontalpropaga- and negative phase correspondsto downward energy
tion that is parallel to the major axis of the ellipse, and propagation. For spectra taken with respect to time
(3) the intrinsicwavefrequency,w, whichis calculated in the northern hemisphere, IGWs should exhibit posfrom the ratio of the major to the minor axis of the itive phases(anticyclonicrotation) when the observed
and intrinsic wave frequencies have the same sign; if
ellipse.
Each method has its disadvantages.The rotary spec- the Doppler shift if great enoughto reversethe sign retrum fails to yield the horizontal propagation direction lation between the observerd and intrinsic frequencies,
and the intrinsic frequency, w. The hodograph, on the then the IGWs would have negativephases(cyclonic
indicate linear polarization, which would imply random
fluctuations or a pure gravity wave uninfiuencedby the

other hand, cannot sort out the results with respect

rotation). The magnitudeof the phaseyieldsthe type

to linear (pure
to the vertical wavelength, m; one has to hope for a of polarization:0ø and 1800correspond
gravity
waves,
unless
the
propagation
direction
is exmonochromatic wave or filter the input data according to some a priori criteria. Eckermann and Hocking actly zonalor meridional)and all other valuesto ellip[1989]warn that wave parametersextractedwith the tical (IGWs), with the specialcaseof a perfectlycircular
hodograph are not accurate if there are multiple waves polarization correspondingto pure inertial oscillation.
The autospectra by themselvesyield the energy conpresent.
The cross-spectralmethod combinesthe advantages tent in U and V per given spectral bin but are not as
of the rotary-spectraland hodographmethods. (How- good indicators of the presenceof wave motion as the
ever, there is another price to pay as we shall see coherence. However, the amplitudes of the autospectra
later.) We note that it is, in principle,equivalentto in combination with the phase of the cross spectrum
the Stokesparameter method proposedby Vincent and define an ellipse for a given spectral bin. Therefore it
Fritts [1987] and applied by Eckermannand Vincent is as if a seriesof hodographsare created and sorted
[1989]. Also, all of the methodsdiscussed
here can be accordingto the spectral bins.
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One can immediately seethe advantagesof the cross- from balloon-launched
radiosondes);
otherwise,a mean
spectral method. Like the rotary-spectral approach profile from a standard atmospheretable could be used.
the information is sorted accordingto the bins in the
If the spectra are taken with respect to time, then R
Fourier transform domain, so there is no need to perand w0 are the givens;(2), (3), and (4) are requiredto
form an a priori filtering of the data as required for solvefor w, k, and m. The horizontal wave propagation
hodographs.On the otherhand,the output of the cross- direction is parallel to the major axis of the wind perspectral method yieldsjust as much information as a turbation ellipse. If the spectra are taken with respect
hodograph.In addition, we gain a measuringstick for to altitude, then R and m are the givens;only (2) and
the presenceof wavescalled the cross-spectralcoher- (3) are neededto solvefor w and k.
en ce.
Solving for w we get
The disadvantage,as mentionedearlier, is the need
to averagein the wavenumberor frequencydomainin
order to form the crossspectrum. At first glance this
may not seemlike a high priceto pay, but we will see
that it has important implicationsin the extraction of
wave parameters.
Wave-

Parameter

(a)
Estimation

We wishnow to estimatew, k (horizontalwavenum- suchthat the intrinsic wave frequencycan be calculated
ber), and, if the Fouriertransformis takenwith respect from only the measured quantities. Now the other pato time, m of the wave. Note that the wave-parameter
extraction processis not a unique feature of the crossspectral method; oncethe polarization ellipsehas been
defined, either by hodograph or crossspectra, the following steps can be applied to estimate the wave parameters. In order to proceed, we need the following
three relations. The polarization relation is given by
R __

f

rameters can be expressedin terms of w.
For the caseof m spectra, the horizontal wavenumber
is given by
1

k- N: Oz 4-• •-• •zz +w: - f :

(6)

For the case of w0 spectra,

k 0v

(2)

kwhere R is the magnitude of the ratio of the minor to
the major axis of the polarization ellipse, f is the Coriolis parameter, and z is the altitude variable. Note that
we have chosenthe coordinatesystemsuchthat • is the
mean backgroundhorizontalwind componentthat is in

-

(7)

and

m

•

fk
O9
f2 - w• Oz
1

the same direction as the horizontal wave vector, k; thus
• is the mean horizontal wind component perpendicu-

(8)

lar to the wave propagation. The dispersionrelation,

assuming
k2 << m2 and 2trim •

H, whereH is the

atmosphericscaleheight, is given by

N2 k2

w2 f2q m2

2f k O•

m Oz

(3)

where N is the angular Brunt-V•iis/il/i frequency. Note
that

we have included

the effects of vertical

N 2k

f 0V

vgh
- wm
2 wmOz

(9)

and the vertical componentis

shear in

the backgroundwind field as manifestedby the O0/Oz
termsin both (2) and (3), followingthe workof Kunze
[1985]and $ato [1994].Finally,the Dopplerrelationis
given by

•0 -- • + •k

The group velocity can then be calculatedfrom the dispersionrelation; the horizontal componentis

(4)

N2k2

Vgz--

fk O•

a•m3 • •m 2 0z

(10)

The horizontal and vertical componentsof the phase

velocityare, of course,Vpl,= w/k andVpz= w/re.
Unfortunately, we need one more relation to resolve

For a givenlocation,f is a constant(the valueover the signambiguityin the two rootsof (6) and (8). An
the AreciboObservatory
is 4.6 x 10-a rad s-1). The equation that includesthe vertical velocity perturbation
mean horizontal wind is calculatedfrom the input data.
The horizontal wave vector is parallel to the major axis
of the wind perturbation ellipse;this information is used
to form • and •. N can be calculated from tempera-

can be used for radar

data

that

include

the vertical

velocity; however, since the vertical velocity was not
measuredduring AIDA, we shallinsteadusethe relation

betweentemperatureperturbation,T, and v [$ato and
ture profile measurements(we will use measurements Yamada,1994],
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Plate 1. The perturbationhorizontalwind at 330 E of N during Scene2. 0 hour corresponds
to
1989-3-28,2200 UT. The gaps(shownin black)in the top rangesare due to lack of signal,and
the gapsin the bottom ranges are due to the co•nbinationof strong ground clutter and low wind
speeds.
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Plate 2. Same as Plate 1 but with data from Scene3. The 0 hour correspondsto May 5, 1989,
2100

UT.
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10 min at 303ø, then repeat (0ø is north and the num-

bersincreaseclockwise);the pattern is not optimalfor
(11)inferring
vector winds: it was a compromisewith the

where•P is the background
temperatureand g is the ionosphericdata acquisitionmodethat was interleaved
gravitational acceleration. The temperature measure- throughout.
In the off-line data processing,128-point fast Fourier
ments were made by balloon-based rawinsondes that

werelaunchedfrom San Juan (80 km east of Arecibo) transforms(FFTs) were taken, 23 spectrawere averevery 6 hours during Scene 2 of AIDA and every 12 agedwith ha!f-segmentoverlap(movingaverage),and
hours during other times.
A potential problem with the cross-spectralwave parameter estimationmethod is that the backgroundwind
and temperature fields may vary nonnegligibly inside
the altitude-time space within which the spectra are
taken and averaged. The larger the variability is the
greater the uncertainty of the estimated parameterswill
be. Thus in the next section we will explore the sensitivity of the method to real data.

Application
Method

to

of the Cross-Spectral
Real

The 1989 AIDA

a nonlinear least squaresroutine was used to fit to the

spectraand extract the Dopplervelocities(a procedure
similar to the one developed by $ato and Woodman
[1982]to overcomethe severegroundclutter problem
at Arecibo). The line-of-sightvelocitieswerethen averaged over one azimuth scan, collapsedto the two orthogonal directions, 330 and 123ø, and converted to
horizontal speedsassumingnegligiblevertical velocity
contamination(not a bad assumptionduringperiodsof
little convectiveactivity suchas this one).
The bottom

line is that

we have horizontal

winds in

twoorthogonal
directions
with 0.7-ms-1 resolution,
be-

Data

tween 6.4 and 20.5 km in altitude with 300-m range res-

Experiment

olution, somewhatunevenlyspacedin time (of the order of I hour apart) but with no significantgaps.Total

The main purpose of the AIDA experiment was to

times for Scenes2 and 3 are 266 and 180 hours. Figure 1

showsthe mean horizontal wind magnitude and direcclarify what type of motions the MF/HF partial- tion calculated from the radar data, as well as the temreflection radar technique was measuring in the lower
perature profile averagedfrom balloonrawinsondemeaionosphere. Since an incoherent scatter radar was besurementsmade from San juan (every 12 hours norlieved to measure the true wind velocity, a 3.2-MHz
mally but speciallyarrangedto be doublethe usualfrepartial-reflection system was set up near the Arecibo
quencyduringScene2). Plate 1 is a map of the residual
Observatory in order to make comparative observations velocities in the direction of 33 ø azimuth after the mean
with the Arecibo 430-MHz radar. Optical instruments
componentfrom Figure 1 has been subtracted. As one
were also usedfor wind measurements,and density meawould expect, there is a clear distinctionin the dynamsurements in the stratosphere were made with a lidar

ics belowand abovethe tropopause(~ 17 km). With[Meriwether,1993].For a summaryof the campaignsee out any further analysis,one can already seewavelike
Hines et al. [1993].
activity above the tropopausewith a distinctly downUnusuallylongtime periods(for the time-competitive
Arecibo system) were reservedfor the AIDA experiA_IDA Act '89

ment. To take advantageof this opportunity, the organizers ran a stratospheric-troposphericobservation program on the 430-MHz systemwheneverpossible. Consequently, we have available fairly long data sets that

I I I I I

z0

rr

--

are quite suitablefor studyingIGWs.

There
were
three
"scenes"
inAIDA,
Act1989.

Scenei wasMarch%15, 1989,Scene2 wasMarch28
to April 11, and Scene3 was May 1-9. In this paper

we will examine data from the two longest segments:

Scenes
2and
3.Because
ofalong
data
gap
on
4/9,
we

will only take 3/28 to 4/9 for Scene2.

TheArecibo
430-MHzsystem
usedasanST radaris
described
by Woodman
[1980]
at 18.3ø N,
ß It islocated

•0

,,,,,,,

'
0 lull0(m/s)
•0 •0

0

90

180 270 360

•g(u)

(deg)

210

240

Temperature

270

(K)

66.80 W with a corresponding inertial period of
(left) windspeedand
38.2 hours. During AIDA the radar was operatedwith Figure 1. The meanhorizontal
(middle)
direction
measured
by
the
Arecibo430-MHz
an effectiveinterpulseperiod of 1.7 ms, a pulselength
radar
during
AIDA
Scene
2
(solid
lines)
and Scene3
and samplinggatewidth of 300 m, and the data sam-

(dashedlines). The directionis the wind blowingtoplingwindowbetween6 and 21 km in altitude. During ward the given angle, which is measuredclockwisefrom
Scenes2 and 3, 12 coherentintegrationswereperformed 0ø N. (right) The meantemperatureprofilesweremeaon-line and the antenna beam was fixed in zenith angle sured by radiosondes launched on balloons from San
at 11ø and scannedin azimuth angle in the following Juan every6 hoursduringScene2 (solidline) and ev-

approximatepattern: 1.5 hoursat 33ø, 10 min at 303ø, ery 12 hoursduringScene3 (dashedline). SanJuanis
10 min at 2130, 20 min at 123ø, 10 min at 213ø, and approximately 80 km east of Arecibo.
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Figure 2. Horizontalperturbationwind vectorsplotted for a selectedtime and altitude range
of Scene 2. Up is north and right is east.

ward trend in the phase that is suggestiveof upward Usingtheirresultswe get,for the caseof Figure3 and
intervals
propagatingIGWs. The consistentdownwardphase for Cvv' = 0.8 and (I)vv'= 0ø, 95% confidence
propagationabovethe tropopauseis evenmore clear of 0.71 < Cur < 0.86 and -8.90 < (I)vv < 8.90ß On

in the Scene3 data (seePlate 2).
In order to form the horizontal wind vector from the

the whole,ourerrorbarsarereasonably
consistent
with
the theoretical expectations.

In Figure3, oneis immediately
struckby the peaks
in
the
autospectra
and
the
coherence
locatedbetween
one must have evenlyspaceddata points. Thus we perfrequency
of0.63day-1 andthediurformed cubicspline-fitinterpolationsacrosstime and thelocalinertial
resampledevenly. Note that the resultingdata above nal frequency. Clearly, there is coherentwave energy
two orthogonalwind data or to applyFFT techniques,

~ 20 km and below ~ 7 km are suspect due to gaps

at those observed frequencies. However, one cannot

regardingthe intrinsicfrequencies
in the originaldata (seePlate I and Plate 2); there- drawfirm conclusions
are Dopplershiftedby
fore we will constrain further analysisin between those sincethe observedfrequencies
the mean horizontalwinds,which, during the 266 hours
A quicklook at the subsequent
horizontalperturba- overwhichthe spectraweretaken, variedsignificantly.
tion wind vectorsshowsthat, indeed,the vectorstend The phasescorrespondingto the peak coherenceregion
delimiters.

to rotate clockwise with altitude and time in the re-

are positive(CW rotation) and elliptic,suggestive
of
gionwherewavelikeactivityis evident,givingfurther IGWs. in fact, the phase valuesare consistentlypositive and elliptic up to a transitional frequencyof about
supportfor an IGW interpretation
(seeFigure2).
2 day-1 abovewhichthe phases
tendtoward+180ø.

One could interpret this phase transition behavior as
the vanishi•ng
of the Corioliseffectasthe wavefrequency
Let us now examine the autospectraand crossspectra becomesmuch greater than the inertial frequency;in
of u and v. We will concentrate on the region around other words, IGWs giving .wayto pure gravity waves
and above the tropopause. For Scene2, the entire time- with increasingfrequency. The 4-180o trend suggests
wavesweretravelingtowardthe
altitude data grid consistsof 97 points in time spaced that the high-frequency
2.77 hours apart and 49 points in altitude spaced0.3 km northwest or southeastquadrant. However,it must be
apart. For Scene 3, the altitude grid is the same with noted that the phaseerror bars are quite large at the
63 points in time spaced 2.86 hours apart. Figure 3 higher frequencies.
Next we examine the same time-altitude region by
shows the autospectra and crossspectra taken with respect to time for the entire length of the Scene2 data set taking the spectrawith respectto altitude and averagand averaged acrossthe region above the tropopause. ing with respectto time (seeFigure4). In •his case,
coThe error bars are plus/minus twice the standardde- both the autospectralpower and the cross-spectral
viation divided by the square root of the number of herencedrop off with increasingwavenumber.There are
averages,which representthe 95% confidencelimits for no big peaks,but it is clearthat the phasein the low
The Cross Spectra

the determination
of the mean in a normal distribuwavenumber
regimeispositive(CW) andelliptic,which
tion. However,the distribution
of the coherence
and is indicativeof upwardpropagatingIGWs. Again,there

phase variables is not expected to be normal. Jenkins

and Waits [1968]applyFisher'sz transformationto the
coherenceand a tangent function to the phaseto obtain
theoretical confidence intervals that are dependent on
the value of the coherence and the smoothing factor.

appearsto be a trend toward 4-180o at the higher
wavenumbers,
hinting at a transitionto pure gravity
waves,but the coherences
at the highestwavenumbers
are probablytoo low for us to draw a definiteconclusion.
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Figure 3. (top) The amplitudesof the autospectraof the zonal (solid line) and meridional
(dashedline) perturbationvelocities.The crossspectrumof the zonalandmeridionalcomponents
is shownas(middle)the coherence
and (bottom)the phase.The spectraaretakenwith respectto
time, and the crossspectrumis formedby averagingover altitude. The error hapsare plus/minus
twice the standard deviation divided by the squareroot of number of averages.The time interval
and altitude range used are shownat the top right. The 0 hour correspondsto March 28, 1989,
2200 UT.
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IGW Parameter Estimation

' Consequently,
theparameter
estimates
shouldbetaken
overa time-altituderegionin whichthe background

Notefrom(5)thattheestimate
ofcodepends
onthe temperature
andwindprofiles
donotvaryappreciameasured
background
parameters
N andi:?9/i:?z.
Since bly.Letustherefore
takea limited
time-altitude
region
the restof the IGW parameter
estimates
dependon of the dataonwhichto applythewave-parameter
exw, theytoo areaffected
by thebackground
conditions.traction.
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Figure 6. SameasFigure5 except
thatthespectra
aretakenwithrespect
to altitudeandthe
crossspectrumis formedby averagingovertime.
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 showthe autospectraland Table 2. Background Quantities and Inferred Inertic,
cross-spectral
plotsin the frequencyand verticalwave- gravity Wave (IGW) Parametersfor Scene2, Time:
number domainsfor the region 17.6-19.9 km in alti- 180-202 hours; Height' 17.6-19.9 km
tude and 102-125 hours in time of Scene 3, a region

Spectral Bin

with a strong likelihoodof containingIGW-like oscillations as seen from the velocity perturbation map

•--•
= 2.4 km
m

(Plate
2).From
Figure
5wechoose
thefrequency
bin N 2, 10-4 rides-•

of 1.034- 0.26 day- , or 23+_s4:24
hoursin termsof wave
period,wherethe autospectra
andcoherence
showclear

dV/dz, 10-4 s-1

maxima and the error estimate of the phase is low.

R

FromFigure6 wechoose
the inverseverticalwavelength
bin of 0.4244- 0ß106 km-1 • or 2.4+0.'74
km in terms of
-0.51
wavelength,where the autospectraand coherenceare
at their highestand the phaseerroris at its lowest.
The applicationof the wave-parameterestimation

0", deg

method outlined in the previoussection yields the values given in Table 1. Note that the uncertainties

(plus/minusthe standard deviation divided by the
square root of the number of averages)from all the

7.24-0.47
2.84- 5.8
0.57 4- 0.076

•--• = 22 hours

•o

7.24-0.47
9.34- 7.9
0.73 4- 0.14

-120 4- 7.7

130 4- 20

2?r/co,hours
2•r/k, km
2•r/rn, km

21 4- 2.4
9404- 170
...

27 4- 4.0
11004- 810
1.8 4- 1.4

van, m s-1
Vgz,cms-1
vpn,m s-1
Vpz,cms-1

8.34-6.8
2.14-3.0
124-2.3
-3.1 4-1.1

5.44- 110
0.904-86
114-5.1
-1.8 4-6.7

"Horizontal direction of wave propagation. Northmeasuredquantities have been propagated through the
ward
is 0ø with increasingvalue in the clockwisesense.
equationsused to derive the wave parameters. The errors associatedwith the intrinsic period and horizontal
propagationangle are reasonablysmall for both the wcertainties. However, the transverse velocity gradient
derived and the m-derived cases. This was true for other
had
rather large uncertainties,which we attribute to the
segmentsof the data on which we performed the wave
parameter estimation procedure. For the rest of the
parameters, the uncertainties in the m-derived quantities are smaller

than

those in the w-derived

values in

Table 1. This was also true for other data segments
analyzed and is likely due to the cospectrum route re-

errorsin the angleof wavepropagation(from whichthe
transversedirectionwas determined)addedon top of
the difficulty in obtaining the derivative of data points

with

noise.

In general, the wave parametersof Table I are in line
with
previous observations over Arecibo by Maekawa
quiringonemore observablequantity (a) and equation,
et
al.
[1984] and Cornish and Larsen [1989]. Also, the
(7). Finally,wenotethat it wasvery difficultto obtain

a goodestimateof the groupvelocities.Perhapsthis is verticalphasedescentof ~ -3 cm s-•, whichtranslates
not surprising,since,as onecanseefrom (9) and (10), to ~ -3 km day-• is of the orderof thevelocityperthey are dependent on so many of the other observed turbation descent seen above the tropopause in Plate 2.
We analyzed other data segmentsas well. In particuand derived parameters.
lar,
we show results from a segmentfrom Scene2 using
As for the measured background parameters, the
Brunt-V•iis/il•i frequencywas very stable with small un-

the same criteria as used above to pick the frequency
and wavenumber bins. The chosen frequency bin of

1.084- 0.27day-• (or 22+741•
hoursin termsof wave
period) had Cvv -0.88 4- 0.40 and (I)vv - 73ø4-16
ø,
gravity Wave (IGW) Parametersfor Scene3, Time' while the selectedwavenumberbin of 0.4244-0.106km-•
Table 1. Background Quantities and Inferred Inertic-

-0.51
(or 2ß4+0.'74
km in termsof wavelength)
had Car ---

101-125 hours; Height' 17.6-19.9 km
Spectral Bin
2._•
= 2.4 km
m

N 2, 10-4 ride -•7.2
dV/dz, 10-4 s-1
R

0", deg

4-0.12
9.74-6.2
0.69 4- 0.051

2_.•= 23 hours

•o

7.24-0.12
114-6.4
0.71 4- 0.097

170 4- 7.4

170 4- 12

2•r/w, hours
2•r/k, km
2•r/rn, km

25 4- 1.9
13004- 170
..-

26 4- 3.1
310 4- 360
0.554- 0.65

vgh,m s-1
vaz,cms-1
vph,m s-1
vpz,cms-1

7.54-5.9
1.44-1.9
144-2.0
-2.6 4-0.89

1.74-43
0.304-42
3.34-1.8
-0.58 4- 3.6

0.88 4- 0.38 and (I)vv - 65ø4-15ø. The results are listed
in Table 2. The same comments apply as to Table 1.

Again, the extracted vertical phasespeedis commensurate to what the eye roughly seesdescendingin Plate 1.
We also examined the effectsof varying the measured

input quantities,N •, O•/Oz, and R, on the inferred
wave parameters, by changing the value of each input,
one at a time, by certain percentages. We would like

to point out three general trends observedfrom this
exercise.

1. The calculated intrinsic period is extremely stable
againstvariationsin the backgroundquantities;this can
alsobe seenfrom the smalluncertaintyvaluesfor 2•r/w
in Tables

I and 2.

2. The valuescalculatedfrom the m spectraare much
more stable against input changesthan the output of
"Horizontal direction of wave propagation. North- the coospectra. This result is not unexpected,sincethe
ward is 0ø with increasingvalue in the clockwisesense. m spectra route requiresthe solutionof only two equa-
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tions with two unknowns, while the w0 spectra route
has three equations with three unknowns. It boils down

and place fairly large uncertainties on some of the inferred wave parameters. This problem applies equally
to the fact that a radar can measure the local vertical
well to the hodographmethod; it is simply the problem
wavelength but can only observe the Doppler-shifted of trying to infer so much information from a limited
period of an IGW.
set of input variables.
3. Variations in /•, which is calculated from the
As for the questionof whether we are observinga real
observed wind perturbations, affect the output more IGW over Arecibo or a mountain wavewith background
than the background variations in the vertical shear shears that make it appear to be an IGW, we believe
and Brunt-V•is•lK frequency. Therefore the major lim- that our analysis of Scenes2 and 3 from AIDA makes a
itation in accuracy of IGW wave-parameter extraction strong casefor real IGWs in the lower stratospherefor
results not from the variation of the backgroundquanti- the following reasons.
1. Plates I and 2 showedmore clearly than in previties (a weakness
of the cross-spectral
method)but from
the determination of the wind perturbation vector el- ous Arecibo data that long-period,short vertical-scale,
lipse, which is a problem for both the hodograph and horizontal velocity perturbations above the tropopause
the cross-spectralmethods.
had consistently descendingphase speeds.
2. Consistent rotation of the horizontal wind pertur-

Summary Discussion
After outlining the cross-spectraltechnique,we demonstrated its usefulnessin analyzing IGWs. The coherence of the cross spectrum between u and v is a
paradigm for the presenceof a geophysicalwave in a
given spectral bin, which is a piece of information not
available from the autospectra of u and v. The crossspectral phase yielded the ellipticity and sense of rotation of the horizontal velocity perturbation vector,
which gave the vertical senseof wave energy propaga-

bation vectorwith respectto time (e.g., Figure2) is a
mark of an IGW but not of a quasi-stationary mountain
wave.

3. The ellipticity introduced to the intrinsically linear polarization of a mountain-wave height hodograph

is limitedby R • IN -• dV/dzl. Forthe cases
of Table1

and Table 2, we calculate that the quantity on the righthand side of this equation is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the quantity on the left. Therefore we
concludethat the backgroundvertical shearswere not
great enoughto accountfor the ellipticitiesobserved.
4. The cross-spectral analysis of u and v showed
tion (in the caseof spectratakenwith respectto height)
that there was coincidencebetweenhigh coherenceand
and revealed a transition from IGWs to pure gravity
peaks in the autospectra between the local inertial frewaves in the lower stratosphere at the semidiurnal pequency and the diurnal frequency,indicating the domiriod. Furthermore, the cross-spectralphase together
nant
presenceof wavesat the observedlong periods.
with the autospectral amplitudes defined an ellipse for
each spectral bin such that IGW parameters could be
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